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Oracle9LAS Forms Services is a component of the Oracle9L Application Server
(Oracle9LAS) and represents the runtime framework to deploy Forms applications
on the Web.
Oracle9LAS Forms Services is also contained in the Oracle9L Developer Suite
(Oracle9LDS) for testing purposes while developing Forms applications.
Forms Applications deployed in Oracle9LAS Forms Services don’t use platform
specific image formats when displaying icons1 on buttons and tree item controls.
This Whitepaper explores various options of deploying icons in Oracle9L Forms
applications. In its first chapter this paper provides an end-to-end example as a
jumpstart to deploy icons in Oracle9L Forms.
This paper does not discuss the Oracle9LAS Forms Services architecture in detail,
but assumes a basic understanding of its architecture2.
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You don’t have time to spend on learning about the background details but want
to get started immediately?
The following end-to-end example explains how to deploy icons in Oracle9L
Forms applications using Java Archive (Jar) files, to get you started immediately.
Oracle recommends deploying icons in Jar files.
(QWHULQJWKHIDVWODQH

You have an Oracle9L Forms application with many icons used on buttons and/ or
a hierarchical tree control. The icons are all in GIF format and are stored in the
c:\ myApp\ icons directory.
x

On the command line, navigate to the c:\ myApp\ icons directory and issue the
following command to store the icons in a Java archive:

1 Throughout this paper the terms “image icons” and “icons” are use interchangeably.
Both terms refer to images in GIF or JPG format to show icons in buttons and tree
control items in Forms Web applications
2 A Whitepaper about the Oracle9LAS Forms Services architecture can be found at
otn.oracle.com/ products/ forms
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<Oracle Home>\jdk\bin jar –cvf myAppIcons.jar *.gif

x

The myAppIcons.jar file, created in the c:\ myApp\ icons directory, needs to
be copied to the < Oracle Home> \ forms90\ java directory.

x

Use a text editor to open the formsweb.cfg file in the < Oracle
Home> \ forms90\ server directory and add the myAppIcons.jar file in the
application section
[myApp]
…
archive_jini=f90all_jini.jar,myAppIcons.jar
imagebase=codebase

x

Restart Form to see the deployed icons.
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You should cleanly separate custom application files from the Forms default
installation directories by doing the following:
x

Instead of storing the myAppIcons.jar file in the forms90/ java directory, copy
it to the directory storing all the other custom Forms application files (fmx,
pll). For this example, the directory is c:\ myApp.

x

Modify the archive_jini value in formsweb.cfg file to ensure that all entries are
on one line
[myApp]
…
archive_jini=…3,/forms90/myApp/myAppIcons.jar
imagebase=codebase

x

Configure the HTTP Server and map the c:\ myApp directory to the virtual
path “/ forms90/ myApp/ ”.
Note: To define a virtual directory such as / forms90/ myApp in Oracle9LDS,
open the orion-web.xml file in the < Oracle9iDS Home> \ j2ee\ Oracle9iDS\
application-deployments\ forms\ forms90web directory and add the following
line
<virtual-directory virtual-path="/myApp"
real-path=" c:\myApp" />

3

f90all_jini.jar goes here
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Note that the “/ forms90/ ” directory prefix is automatically added to the
virtual path in Oracle9LDS.

Note:To define a virtual directory / forms90/ myApp in Oracle9LAS, use a text
editor to open the forms90.conf file in the < Oracle9LAS
Home> \ forms90\ server directory and add the following line:
# Forms image path
AliasMatch ^/forms90/myApp/(..*) " c:\myApp/$1"

x

Restart the HTTP Server for the virtual path “myApp” definition to become
active.

x

Test the virtual path in a browser with the following URL:
http:/ / < host name> :< port> / forms90/ myApp/ myAppIcons.jar

x

If successful, the Browser prompts you to download the Jar file. Press cancel
to close this dialog.

x

Next, restart Forms.
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To deploy Forms applications on the web that contain icons in buttons and in tree
control items, you’ll first need to convert the icon files into GIF (GIF 89a4) or JPG
format5.
Unlike the client/ server model of previous versions of Forms, in Oracle9L Forms
there is no UI_ICON variable to locate icons used in Forms applications. Instead,
image icons in Oracle9LAS Forms Services are referenced by a URL that is
constructed internally based on three things: the "imagebase" parameter in the
formsweb.cfg configuration file, the icon name in the items property palette, and
the default icon path setting in the Forms registry.dat properties file.
At runtime, icons in your Forms applications are referenced through the Forms
Java Applet.
7KH³LPDJHEDVH´SDUDPHWHU

Forms application specific settings, as well as default settings, are stored in the
configuration file, which islocated in the
< Oracle_Home> 6\ forms90\ server directory. The LPDJHEDVH parameter specifies the

IRUPVZHEFIJ

4

The older GIF 87a is not supported in Java
You can search the Internet for conversion tools that create the supported image files
from Windows .ico formats
6 The term <Oracle Home> refers to the Oracle9iDS Home and the Oracle9iAS Home
5
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location where Oracle9LAS Services looks for icons that are used in Forms
applications. The imagebase parameter can be set to one of the two values:
“documentbase” and “codebase”.
012435768 9;:=<?>=6

The default value of the imagebase parameter7 is GRFXPHQWEDVH, which means that
icons are looked up in a directory relative to the directory from where the Forms
start HTML file was downloaded. It looks like this:
[your_app_name]
form=…
imagebase=documentbase

Because Oracle9L Forms uses the Forms Servlet to dynamically render the Applet
start HTML file, the default icon location is the Forms Servlet root directory
2UDFOHL'6+RPH!\ IRUPV?MHH?IRUPVDSS?IRUPVZHE. 8
If you don’t want to keep your icons there, you’ll need to specify a different
location by
x

Using a directory that is virtually mapped in the HTTP server running the
Oracle9LAS Services;

x

Using an absolute URL that points to a server that stores the icon images.

You specify these locations in the 5HJLVWU\GDW properties file located in the
directory.

IRUPV?MDYD?RUDFOH?IRUPV?UHJLVWU\

At the bottom of the Registry.dat file the following two image properties can be
found: GHIDXOWLFRQVLFRQSDWKand GHIDXOWLFRQVLFRQH[WHQVLRQ
The default value of default.icons.iconpath is left empty, which means that images
are expected to be in the Forms Servlet root directory, which is IRUPV?MHH?
IRUPVDSS?IRUPVZHEin Oracle9LDS.
x

default.icons.iconpath= / virtual_image_path/
This setting expects image icons to be located in the physical directory
mapped to / virtual_image_path/ in the HTTP Server configuration,.
Forms uses the following path when searching for icons:
http:/ / < download host> :< port> / virtual_image_path/ < image name> .gif

x

default.icons.iconpath= http:/ / hostname:port/ virtual_image_path/
This setting looks for images in the virtual directory defined by the

7 The default value is set as a Forms Applet parameter in the “USER PARAMETERS”
section of the formsweb.cfg file
8 Because Oracle9LAS handles files using the Oracle HTTP Server and mod_oc4j, the
Servlet root directory cannot be accessed directly. Therefore, the default documentbase
setting only works within Oracle9LDS
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absolute URL. This option is useful if the image icons are not stored on
the same application server that runs the Forms application.
The default.icons.iconextensions property is defaulted to GIF and defines the
image format used in iconic buttons and tree item controls. To use the JPG image
format instead, change the value of this property to JPG.
A 1B6:=<?>=6

imagebase=codebase
The codebase parameter points to the IRUPV?MDYD directory of the Oracle9LAS or
Oracle9LDS installation that contains all the Jar files that are used to run Forms on
the Web. The codebase parameter can be used for referencing image icons in
Forms applications when they are contained in a Java Archive file (jar). To use the
codebase parameter for referencing images within a Forms application, the
following parameters need to be added in the formsweb.cfg file for the particular
application
[your_app_name]
form=…
imagebase=codebase
archive_jini=f90all_jini.jar,<your_image_archive>.jar
…
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This sections explains the icon deployment options for Oracle9LDS Forms
Developer and Oracle9LAS Forms Services.
8VLQJ,FRQVWKDWDUHVWRUHGLQWKHGHIDXOWGRFXPHQWEDVH 2UDFOHL'6
RQO\ 

Images are searched in this directory only if no changes have been added to the
Registry.dat file and no additional path information is provided in the Forms item
property LFRQ)LOHQDPH.
To use this default configuration, you only need to copy the image icons used in
the Forms application to the IRUPV?MHH?IRUPVDSS?IRUPVZHE directory.
If you use directory name prefixes in the Forms icon Filename property, make sure
that the subdirectory of the forms90web directory has the same name9.

9

Customer used directory prefixing in client/ server Forms because the UI_ICON path
also only allowed one directory for storing icons
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The Forms Registry.dat file can be used to define an icon path that is relative to
the documentbase, an independent virtually mapped physical directory on the
application server, or another application server machine.
All changes applied to the Registry.dat file don’t require a restart of the HTTP
server.
B6?D <3E 9;F G 2 18 >F G 2 18H=<?9;I7JLK G 57<=M6?> K

In this configuration, Forms expects the images to be stored in a physical directory
that is virtually mapped to the ‘images’ name in the configuration of the HTTP
listener.
When a separate physical server directory outside of the Forms installation is used
to store icon files it cleanly separates custom files from the Oracle9L Forms
installation directories.
0N6?D;G 8G 84M7OG P 9;3=<E=H=<?9;I >QG 87RSP <=24E 6=TVU 0NW

In Oracle9iDS, the Oracle HTTP listener is not available; instead the OC4J HTTP
listener is used. Therefore, configuring the virtual path for images needs to be done
in the orion-web.xml file located in the < Oracle9iDS Home> \ j2ee\ Oracle9iDS\
application-deployments\ forms\ forms90web directory. The following setting
defines a virtual directory IRUPVLPDJHVthat points to the icon directory c:\ temp
directory:
<virtual-directory virtual-path="/images"
real-path="C:\temp" />10
You may wonder where the IRUPV piece in the virtual path is coming from:
The name IRUPVis the name defined for Forms during installation. In other
words, IRUPVcreates a virtual mapping to the directory < Oracle9iDS
Home> \ j2ee\ Oracle9iDS\ application-deployments\ forms\ forms90web that
contains the orion-web.xml file.11
0N6?D;G 8G 84M7OG P 9;3=<E=H=<?9;I >QG 87RSP <=24E 6=TVU XW

Virtual path mappings in Oracle9LAS are configured in the IRUPVFRQIfile12. The
IRUQVFRQIfile is located in the < Oracle9iAS Home> \ forms90\ server directory of
the Oracle9LApplication Server installation and contains all configurations
required to run Oracle9LAS Forms Services.
10

Note that this needs to be provided in one single line
A more technical explanation is that Oracle9LAS Forms Services is installed as a Web
application in OC4J and runs within its own namespace. The Forms Servlet and the
Forms Listener Servlet are J2EE components that handle all Forms Web
communication. Both components are accessible through the namespace suffix IRUPV
12 The forms90.conf file does also exist in the forms90/ server directory of Oracle9LDS
but is not used there
11
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The IRUPVFRQI file is linked into the Oracle HTTP Server and read during
application server startup. This also means that the application server needs to be
restarted after changes have been added to the IRUPVFRQI file for the changes to
take effect.
To create a virtual mapping, for example IRUPVLPDJHV, for images used in
Oracle9LAS Forms Services, open the forms90.conf file with a text editor and add
the following line:
# Forms image path
AliasMatch ^/forms90/images/(..*) "D:\FormsIcons/$1"
The physical directory on the server machine is specified as D:\ FormsIcons. Both
the virtual path13 name and the physical icon directory can be freely chosen.
Don’t forget to restart the Oracle9i Application Server for the changes to take
effect.
The name of virtual directory path needs to be added as the value of the
GHIDXOWLFRQVLFRQSDWK parameter in the registry.dat file.
B6?D <3E 9;F G 2 18 >F G 2 18H=<?9;I7JQI 9 9;HZ K K 5\[>=6P O=6PZ H41P 9 K <HH]^G 57<=M6?> K

This configuration is useful if you want to store all images on a central server
instead of locating them on all servers running a particular Forms Web application.
Using this approach, no changes are required on the Oracle9LAS Forms Services
machine or the Forms application modules. The virtual path to access the image
icons need to be configured on the server that hosts the images.
,FRQVGHSOR\HGLQ-DUILOHV

Saving the best for last, using a Java archive file (JAR) to store and deploy image
icons has some advantages over all the deployment options mentioned before:
x

Deploying icons in a Java archive file works the same in Oracle9LAS
Forms Services as in Oracle9LDS and Oracle9LAS;

x

The configuration is the same and no HTTP server file needs to be
changed;

x

Jar files can be created for each application and therefore allow you to
group images by applications and avoid naming conflicts;

x

Jar files are downloaded the first time they are requested by a client. After
this ‘initial’ download, the archive files are permanently cached on the
client and don’t need to be downloaded again.

Using IRUPV as a prefix of the virtual path name ensures consistency in the
naming with all other mappings contained in IRUPVFRQI file
13
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Jar files are only renewed if the timestamp of the archive file has been
changed or the cached file is removed from the client side cache. This
approach may have a performance benefit for applications that have many
iconic buttons or run on networks with small bandwidth

Unlike Jar files that contain Java code, e.g. f90all_jini.jar, Jar files that contain
images don’t need to be signed.
Jar files that hold image icons must be copied to the forms90/ java directory in
both Oracle9LDS and Oracle9LAS installations.
To create a Jar files for images, you need a Java Development Kit (JDK)
installation, or a Java 2 Standard Edition Development Kit (J2SDK or SDK)
installation. J2SDK is the new name for what used to be called the JDK in older
Java releases.
It is important to note that you need to have a SDK or JDK installation and not
just the Java Runtime Installation (JRE) to create Jar files. The JRE contains only
runtime components that the “jar” command is not a part of..
Oracle9LDS and Oracle9LAS contain a JDK directory with the latest SDK in it.
The bin directory of this JDK directory contains the Jar utilities that are needed to
create or extract Jar files.
To create a Jar file for the icon images that are used in your Forms Web
application, issue the following command from the directory that contains the
images
jar –cfv <application_images>.jar *.gif
The output is a new Jar file that contains all the gif files in the current directory.
The basic parameters used within this command are:
x

“c” for creating a new file

x

“f” to specify a filename for the output

x

“v” for a verbose output written to standard out

The following command creates a new Jar file with the name app1Images.jar that
contains all the GIF files in the current directory.
jar –cvf app1Images.jar *.gif

It is recommended to call the Jar command from the directory that contains the
application image icon files. Archives can be opened with the WinZip tool. Doing
this should only list the names of the image files contained in the archive without
any directory names.
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You may need to call the Jar command by specifying the JDK directory in the
Oracle9LDS installation. The following command creates a Jar file ‘app1Images.jar’
in the forms90\ java directory including all GIF files of the current directory
< Oracle9iDS Home> \ JDK\ bin\ jar –cvf < Oracle9iDS Home>
\ forms90\ java\ app1Images.jar *.gif
Now that you have created the app1Images.jar files with the images required for
your iconic buttons and tree item controls, the next step is to configure the
formsweb.cfg file to use this Jar in Forms.
Use a text editor to open the IRUPVZHEFIJfile located in the forms90/ server
directory of the Oracle9LDS or Oracle9LAS installation. If you are using
Oracle9LAS, you also can edit the formsweb.cfg file using Oracle9L Enterprise
Manager.
Forms applications are defined in named configuration sections within the
formsweb.cfg files. Named configurations are located on the bottom of the
formsweb.cfg file and inherit their default settings from the “System Parameter”
and the “User Parameter” sections. To create a new named configuration for your
Forms Services application, scroll to the bottom of the opened formsweb.cfg file
and add the following entry:
[myForms]
form=myModule.fmx
userid=scott/tiger@orcl
This application is called on the Web using the following URL
http:/ / < hostname> :< port> / forms90/ f90servlet?config= myForms
For this application to read the images for iconic buttons from the Java archive
created, add the following lines to the Named User configuration:
[myForms]
form=myModule.fmx
userid=scott/tiger@orcl
DUFKLYHBMLQL
LPDJHEDVH

IDOOBMLQLWMDUDSS,PDJHVMDU
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The Forms archive tag, archive_jini in this example, references the f90all Jar file
and the Jar file containing the image icons.
The “imagebase” parameter is set to codebase which means that Forms looks for
the IRUPMDYD URL when downloading images. Because Java first searches in Jar
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files that are located within the codebase directory, the images are read from the
app1Images.jar14 file.
7528%/(6+227,1*
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The Forms standard icons for the smart bar are stored within the f90all_jini.jar file
and are already deployed.
,FDQQRWVHHP\FXVWRPVLFRQVLQ)RUPV

This can have many reasons. There are several actions that can fix this common
problem;
~==4 ;=  7  ;  ?; 

Check the configuration of your icons path. If your Forms application is using
icons that are referenced by the Forms documentbase, you should be able to
access the images from the following URL
Images located in the forms90web directory:
http:/ / < host> :< port> / forms90/ < image name> .gif
Images located in a directory mapped in the registry.dat file:
http:/ / < host> :< port> / forms90/ < virtual path> < image name> .gif
For icons stored in Jar files, make sure that there is no directory information stored
within the Java archive file. Open formsweb.cfg file and make sure the imagebase
parameter is set to code base and the archive_xxx parameter contains the name of
the archive file holding the images. Finally verify that the image archive file is
stored in forms90/ java
 ;  ;=?;=\ ; =VN  Q=47 Q ?  4?= Q4\

Java is case sensitive which most often is a problem for users running on Windows
system. The case used in the “icon FileName” property in Forms must be the
same as shown in the image name. On Windows, select the icon name and press
F2 as if to edit the icon name. This shows the “real” case of the icon name, which
most often is the same as displayed in the Windows Explorer, but can differ.
,FRQVVWRUHGLQ-$5ILOHVDUHQRWVKRZQZKHQUXQQLQJLQSUHYLHZ

The Run Form feature in Oracle9L Forms Developer allows you to run a Forms
application on the Web for testing. The Web URL is constructed based in the
Forms Builder setting in the EditÆPreferencesÆRuntime menu option. By
default, the URL does not contain the config= < named configuration> parameter
which means that the default imagebase setting, documentbase, is active. To show
14

Or whatever the name of your Java archive file is

bc def ghY i jklc mnjgc op egnqrlstl"ugv$f l&wx elyn

z$d{$g`|;}

images that are stored in Jar files while using Run Form, create a named
configuration that contains the following entries
[preViewMode]
archive_jini=f90all_jinit.jar,app1Img.jar
imagebase=codebase
Edit the $SSOLFDWLRQ6HUYHU85/ setting on the Runtime menu option and append
‘?config= preViewMode’ to the URL shown. For example:
http:/ / < hostname> :8888/ forms90/ f90servlet?config= preViewMode
If no URL is shown in the $SSOLFDWLRQ6HUYHU85/field, then press the ‘Set Default’
button to obtain this URL.
,FRQVVWRUHGLQMDUILOHVGRQ¶WVKRZLQP\)RUPVDSSOLFDWLRQV
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Make sure that the Java archive file is accessible from the Web. Test it by entering
the URL into a browser:
http:/ / < host> :< port> / forms90/ java/ < iconjar file> .jar
If this doesn’t open a download dialog in your browser then the Jar file cannot be
found. If you followed the best parctice tip that is mentioned earlier, replace
“/ java” with the virtual name you defined for images.
~==4L ?N4\\££  ??; Q =?7  =V \£ ?; ¤=?Q Q  Q=47?

If your application uses directory name prefixes in the icon names, then these
directories must either be removed or added to the Jar file.
  ;=?N  Q=47?Q L;= ¥ ;  ?Q=?=;=;  ??=

Icon names in Java are case sensitive. Make sure that the case used for icon names
is the same in the Forms Developer and the Java archive. On Windows, select the
icon name and press F2 to see if the internal icon name is the same as the one
displayed in the Explorer.
6800$5<

Because Web-based applications no longer use platform specific file formats for
iconic buttons and tree controls, icons first need to be converted into GIF or JPG
format. It is recommended to cleanly separate image locations from the Forms
installation directories if you’re not using Jar files.

bc def ghY i jklc mnjgc op egnqrlstl"ugv$f l&wx elyn
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bc def gh¦ i jklc mnjgc op egnqrlstl"ugv$f l&wx elyn
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